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          World leaders across 18 countries are working together to catalyse and implement ocean solutions around the world.
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                              Article

                              
                                Top Ocean Moments at COP28
                              

                              12/14/2023

                              COP28 negotiations in Dubai ended early on the morning of 13 December, as countries agreed on a new deal to tackle climate change. For the first time, fossil fuels (coal, oil, and gas) are mentioned…
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                              Article

                              
                                New Green Shipping Challenge Announcements made at COP28
                              

                              12/05/2023

                              Last year at COP27, two members of the Ocean Panel, Norway and the USA launched a new initiative to cut greenhouse gas emissions from shipping and challenged other countries, ports and companies to join them.  One…
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                              Press Release

                              
                                Ocean Panel Calls for Nations to Adopt 100% Sustainable Ocean Management Target
                              

                              12/04/2023

                              DUBAI (December 2, 2023) — On December 2, the High Level Panel for a Sustainable Ocean Economy (Ocean Panel) launched the Joint Declaration on Ocean and Climate Action, calling for countries around the world to sustainably…
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                              Statement

                              
                                Joint declaration on ocean and climate action
                              

                              12/02/2023

                              The health of the ocean, and the livelihoods and economies that depend on it, requires the world to urgently reduce greenhouse gas emissions in line with the goals of the Paris Agreement. Achieving this goal…
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                The First Progress Report from The High Level Panel for a Sustainable Ocean Economy In...              
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                In December 2020, the High Level Panel for a Sustainable Ocean Economy (Ocean Panel) released...              
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                The ocean regulates our climate and can significantly buffer the worst impacts of climate change,...              
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          The High Level Panel for a Sustainable Ocean Economy (The Ocean Panel) aims to advance a more prosperous and resilient future for people and the planet.

        

      

    

  




  
    
      
        Countries across our blue planet are coming together for a sustainable ocean economy. Nations large and small, across all ocean basins, at every stage of economic development, at every extreme of the ocean environment from the tropics to the arctic.
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        A healthy ocean is essential for everyone.

        
          Humanity’s well-being is intertwined with the health of the ocean. The ocean stabilizes the climate, sustains us, and leads to greater prosperity.
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Transformations: A vision for protection, production and prosperity


      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            The framework for change is laid out in the new ocean action agenda, built upon knowledge and science.

          

          
            ‘Transformations for a Sustainable Ocean Economy’ is the culmination of a historic effort to chart the course towards a sustainable ocean economy and sets out the shared aim to sustainably manage 100% of the ocean area under national jurisdiction, guided by Sustainable Ocean Plans.
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        Action Groups

        
          Ocean Panel Action Groups are made up of entities from the public, private, financial, research and civil society sectors committed to help accelerate, scale and finance ocean action to help create the change we are striving for.
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        Why is the ocean important?
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                The ocean gives us life. It feeds us, entertains us, connects us, inspires us, and powers our success.



      

    

  






 





  
    
    
      
        About the Ocean Panel Secretariat

        World Resources Institute has established a world-class and globally-representative Secretariat to serve as the hub of an outstanding international research and communications network and support the work of the Ocean Panel, the Expert Group and the Advisory Network.
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